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The creation in 2021 of the fifth branch of the French Social Security system devoted to 
reduced autonomy and the debate over the need for a major law concerning its funding 
has highlighted the issues relating to improvements and knowledge in this sector. This 
study is part of a research programme (entitled FISH), whose goal — based on administra-
tive data (National Health Data System, SNDS) relating to the healthcare reimbursements 
made by the French National Health Insurance system (hereinafter Assurance Maladie) —
is to improve knowledge about functional limitations in France. This initial study focuses 
on wheelchair users in order to assess their number and determine their profile (age and 
gender), and the type of wheelchair they purchased and its cost, by making a distinction 
between social security expenditure and patients’ contributions. 

Based on data from the SNDS, an algorithm was developed to estimate the number of 
persons regularly using a wheelchair in 2019. To do this, it was necessary to take into 
account all of the available information about the possession of wheelchairs (the rental  
or purchase of a wheelchair, accessories, pressure ulcer cushion, maintenance packages, 
etc.), to identify occasional use and the data was applied over a period of several years 
(2012-2019). Hence, only 50% of wheelchair users were located by a direct identification of 
the wheelchair (purchase or rental). The others may have bought their wheelchair before 
2012, obtained it in the care home they resided in, or as a gift, loan, or second-hand pur-
chase. In 2019, there were more than one million non-temporary wheelchair users, mostly 
women over the age of seventy.

Between 2012 and 2019, the National Health Insurance System had a global expenditure of 
one billion euros. Over the period, the costs of one out of two users were fully reimbursed 
by the National Health Insurance System, but after reimbursement almost 60,000 peo-
ple had out-of-pocket healthcare costs amounting to more than 1,000 euros. On average, 
these out-of-pocket costs were 5,500 euros. 
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T he establishment in December 
2021 of the fifth branch of 
the French National Health 

Insurance System (NHI, Assurance 
maladie) highlighted the importance of 
the issues concerning the ageing pop-
ulation and the autonomy of elderly 
persons in France. While most of the 

expenditure relates to the funding 
of human assistance and medical-so-
cial establishments, the issue arose of 
improving funding for wheelchairs. 
Indeed, despite technical develop-
ments, the increasingly frequent use 
of wheelchairs, and several recom-
mendations (Haute Autorité de Santé, 

2022), the nomenclature of the List of 
Refundable Products and Services (Liste 
des produits et prestations remboursables, 
LPPR) concerning the National Health 
Insurance System's "vehicles for peo-
ple with physical disabilities"has not 
been revised for twenty years. The cre-
ation of the "Autonomy" branch and 
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the Denormandie-Chevalier report 
from 2020 led to the launch of a 
reform that revised this nomenclature 
and the means of funding these items 
of technical equipment. The aim was 
to increase their funding, obtain assis-
tance that matched needs, simplify 
procedures, and reduce waiting times 
for obtaining expensive wheelchairs. 
Indeed, at the moment, several public 
and private funders have to be solicited 
to do this, which vary with the age of 
the applicants (see Method). Yet, until 
now, no recent estimation of the num-
ber of non-temporary wheelchair users 
has been carried out and the charac-
teristics of the wheelchairs used have 
not yet been studied (Denormandie 
and Chevalier, 2020). The latest data 
from the Health and Disability sur-
vey (Handicap Santé, HS) that ena-
bled this estimation dated from 2008 
with regard to the survey of households 

and 2009 for institutions (Bérardier, 
2012; Espagnacq, 2012). The popula-
tion of manual and electric wheelchair 
users is estimated at 610,000 persons: 
370,000 in households and 240,000 
in institutions (estimation by IRDES). 
The previous Handicaps, Disabilities, 
and Dependency (Handicaps, Incapacités 
Dépendance, HID) surveys (institutions 
in 1998 and households in 1999) esti-
mated the number of users at 370,000: 
215,000 household users and 155,000 
institutional users. This increase can 
partly be explained by the improve-
ments in the refurbishment of residen-
tial premises that has improved access 
for wheelchairs and caters for an ageing 
population. As the next survey into the 
theme is already underway, it would be 
pertinent to look for other sources of 
information, to obtain a recent picture 
— that can be easily updated — of this 
rapidly increasing population. This is 

even more pertinent, because these sur-
veys estimate the number of users, but 
do not identify the type of wheelchair 
used or its cost. 

To obtain this information, it is pos-
sible to use data from the National 
Health Data System (Système National 
des Données de Santé, SNDS), but iden-
tifying permanent wheelchair users 
means having to circumvent certain 
biases. Indeed, all of the SNDS data 
relates to the reimbursements of wheel-
chairs for permanent and occasional 
users. As this type of equipment is not 
renewed every year, it is not possible to 
estimate the population of users based 
on the flow data from a single year. Nor 
is it possible to solely take into account 
the purchase or rental of a wheelchair: 
establishments for elderly or disabled 
persons can provide their residents with 
a wheelchair via their care provision 

The funding of wheelchairs in France

Wheelchains, thein accessonies, cushions fon pnessune sone pnevenn
tion, and maintenance packages ane listed on the List of Refundanle 
Pnoducts and Senvices (LPPR) ny the Fnench National Health Insunance 
System (NHI) on the nasis of a medical pnescniption. But if the wheeln
chain is expensive, sevenal fundens need to ne appnoached to coven 
the additional costs. All of the availanle wheelchains ane listed in n5 
nomenclatune codes, with possinle neimnunsements nanging fnom 35n 
to 96n  eunos fon manual wheelchains without options (venticalisation 
fon example) and n,nnn to 5,nnn  eunos fon electnic wheelchains. The 
NHI's neimnunsement nate is 6n%, a nate that shifts to 1nn% of the nen
imnunsement nate in the event of a punchase linked with a necognised 
chnonic condition (Affection de Longue Durée, ALD) on a disanility penn
sion. When the pnice of the wheelchain is gneaten than this nate, vanious 
punlic fundens may intenvene, depending on the penson’s age. If the 
disanled penson is unden the age of 6n, he on she can nenefit fnom the 
Disanility Compensation Benefit (PCH) [whateven the penson’s age at 
the time of the punchase of the wheelchain] to coven the nest of thein 
outnofnpocket expenses. Fon electnic wheelchains and centain specific 
wheelchains (manual sponts wheelchain on a wheelchain fon a child: 8 out 
of n5 pnoducts on the LPPR), the PCH dounles the amount of the payn
ment made ny the NHI. If thene ane still outnofnpocket healthcane costs, 
an additional neimnunsement may ne made ny the complementany 
health insunance policies, The Fnench Association fon the Pnomotion of 
Employment of Handicapped and Disanled Pensons (Association de Ges-
tion du Fonds pour l'Insertion Professionnelle des Personnes Handicapées, 
AGEFIPH)… and, as a last nesont, ny the Depantmental Compensation 
Fund (Fonds de Compensation du Département, FDC). The NHI and the 
Disanility Compensation Benefit (PCH) ane the finst to neimnunse the usn
ens’ outnofnpocket expenses, followed ny complementany health insunn
ance and othen fundens, and, last of all, the FDC, which is an extnanlegal 
aid and vanies with the départements. Since Januany nnnn, the dunations 
of entitlement fon the PCH nenefit have neen modified. Pneviously, with 
negand to technical equipment, the nenewal occunned eveny thnee yeans, 
with an amount allocated of 3,96n eunos, which was incneased fon aids 
costing mone than 3,nnn eunos. Hencefonth, the entitlement lasts fon ten 
yeans, with a ceiling of 13,nnn eunos fon all of the technical equipment 
nequested ny the neneficiany. The incneased allocation fon expensive 
aids has neen maintained. Howeven, the amount of the neimnunsement 
fon pnoducts on the LPPR has not neen altened: it is capped at dounle 
the LPPR nate. Hence, these developments mean that one can potenn

tially punchase simultaneously mone items of technical equipment, 
such as a wheelchain and accessonies, nut the Disanility Compensation 
Benefit (PCH) does not pnovide extna funds fon the additional costs fon 
a wheelchain. Fon pensons who had no disanility nefone the age of 6n, 
who ane now aged oven 6n and who nequine a wheelchain, the Pensonaln
ised Autonomy Benefit (Allocation Personnalisée d’Autonomie, APA) may 
eventually coven the additional costs without fixed financial cnitenia. As 
wheelchains ane ontained via a pnescniption, the complementany health 
insunance companies may also intenvene, nut with highly vanianle 
fonms of coven. The cost of the accessonies and centain options may also 
ne covened ny the vanious fundens. 
The Disanility Compensation Benefit: Longntenm Implementation 
and nutnofnPocket Payments sunvey (Prestation de Compensation 
du Handicap Exécution dans la Durée et Reste à Charge, Phedne) — 
conducted ny the IRDES and the DREES and whose initial nesults will 
ne availanle in nnn3 — set out to estimate the usens’ outnofnpocket 
payments fon technical equipment fon neneficianies of the Disanility 
Compensation Benefit (PCH) and study the composition of the coven 
of this equipment, depending on the fundens. It will pnovide mone 
detailed infonmation anout outnofnpocket payments aften taking into 
account the neimnunsements ny all of the fundens. 

The FISH algorithm:  
the ‘Feasibility of identification of disabled persons’ 
As pant of the FISH pnoject, foun algonithms wene developed acconding to 
the chanactenistics of functional limitations: "moton on onganic", "visual", 
"auditony", and "psychic, intellectual, and cognitive". A fifth algonithm 
took into account the identification of disanility in the data fnom the 
National Health Data System (SNDS) [Disanled Adult Allowance, AAH, 
disanility pension, etc.] (Context p. 5). The algonithm that identified 
pensons who had a nisk of "moton on onganic" limitations was used to idenn
tify the temponany on nonntemponany aspect of the use of wheelchains 
and was developed on the nasis of data fnom the National Health Data 
System (SNDS) oven the peniod nn1nnnn19. This netnospective infonman
tion makes it possinle to detenmine whethen the pensons living in nn19 
wene on wene not at nisk of having functional moton limitations on 31 
Decemnen nn19. Diffenent "tnacens" of the disanility nisk wene taken into 
account: all of the diseases coded ny the Intennational Classification 
of Diseases (ICDn1n) pnesent in the data (connected with the exonen
nation motive, and pnincipal associated on linked neasons, hospitalin
sations, in Medicine, Sungeny, nnstetnicsnMSn, 

MM ethod (1/3)
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funding. Nor does the SNDS identify 
persons who purchased a second-hand 
wheelchair, or who received one as a 
gift or on loan. However, thanks to the 
creation of a cohort based on the SNDS 
data this population of permanent users 
can be estimated. Hence, a cohort of 
wheelchair users between 2012 and 
2019 was established in order to iden-
tify people using a wheelchair in 2019, 
even if the purchase predated that year.

Studies were conducted by the Institute 
for Research and Information in 
Health Economics (IRDES) to develop 
the "Feasibility of the identification 
of disabled persons" algorithm (Faisa-
bilité d’Identification des Personnes en 
Situation de Handicap, FISH), which 
identifies persons at risk of functional 
limitations in the data of the SNDS, 
and, based on data gathered between 
2012 and 2019, identifies people with 

motor limitations. Thanks to this algo-
rithm of the persons who purchased 
or rented a wheelchair, it was possible 
to distinguish those who had a non-
temporary requirement from those 
who had an occasional need. Given 
the health crisis, which significantly 
perturbed access to the healthcare sys-
tem, in particular for the most fragile 
persons, the 2020 and 2021 data were 
not integrated into the FISH algorithm 
nor into the estimation of the number 
of wheelchair users presented here.

After counting the number of wheel-
chair users and describing them, the 
expenditure of the National Health 
Insurance System and patients’ con-
tributions were analysed (after reim-
bursement by the NHI) with regard to 
the use of wheelchairs over the period 
2012-2019. 

In 2019, there were more than  
one million non-temporary  

wheelchair users 

Using the FISH algorithm, 1,365,000 
users were identified in 2019 by observ-
ing the 2012-2019 data and only 80%, 
that is 881,000, were considered as 
non-temporary users in 2019, to 
which were added an estimation of the 
200,000 to 250,000 persons living in 
a care home and who were not iden-
tified by the algorithm, due to the fact 
that the care home entirely covered the 
costs of the wheelchair provision in the 
establishment. Hence, the estimation of 
the number of non -temporary wheel-
chair users in 2019 was between 1.08 
and 1.13 million persons —  335,000 
to 385,000 of whom lived in a care 
home (see Inset Method). Of the 
881,000 wheelchair users identified by 

PsychiatnynPSY on postnacute cane and nehanilitation, SSR) as well as 
the infonmation fnom the LPPR, the list of sungical pnocedunes, nunsing 
pnocedunes, physiothenapy, speech thenapy, dnugs (in amnulatony cane, 
netnoactive and additional, pnovided ny the hospital phanmacy) wene 
coded to find out if the individual’s healthcane consumption connesn
ponded on not with a state of health that indicated a nisk of penmanent 
intenfenence with his/hen daily activities. 
Using this algonithm, mone than 9 million pensons wene identified as 
at "nisk of developing a disanility" pnovoked ny functional moton limin
tations on 31  Decemnen nn19, on 13% of the pensons pnesent in the 
National Health Data System (SNDS).

The algorithm that identifies wheelchair users through  
reimbursements as part of the List of Refundable Products  
and Services (LPPR)
The population that was studied to identify nonntemponany wheelchain 
usens compnised living pensons on 31 Decemnen nn19 pnesent in the 
National Health Data System (SNDS) netween nn1n and nn19 (Fnench 
Social Secunity, agnicultunal, and fneelance wonkens) in the whole of 
Fnance. 
Identification thnough punchase depending on the categony of 
wheelchains: all kinds of wheelchains can ne identified as the nesult of a 
punchase in the SNDS datanase, nut this does not necessanily imply the 
lasting use of a wheelchain. Even though a pnescniption is nequined fon 
a neimnunsement ny the National Health Insunance System, this does 
not exclude the possinility of punchasing a wheelchain fon temponany 
use. The complementany health schemes may, fon example, pnovide 
gneaten neimnunsements fon the punchase of a standand wheelchain 
than a nental fon sevenal months. In addition, the denomination of 
wheelchains in the LPPR coding is not pnecise enough to distinguish 
wheelchains intended fon penmanent use (such as cannon wheelchains 
fon example) fnom those fon a potentially occasional use. Hence, all 
the models of wheelchain categonised as "manual, foldanle, on nonn
foldanle wheelchain" wene considened as wheelchains, whose longn
tenm use needs to ne confinmed. They will ne sunsequently known 
as "level n wheelchains". Fon these punchases, the identification of the 
individual as having moton limitations ny the FISH algonithm confinms 
the longntenm use of the wheelchain.
Identifying the wheelchairs that are not used temporarily. The othen 
codes fon wheelchains on the LPPR list have denominations that help 

to identify longnstanding functional limitations, fon example, electnic 
wheelchains, motonised manual wheelchains, the pnesence of venticalin
zing components on the wheelchain, a sponts wheelchain, on a dounle 
hand nim. Hencefonth, these wheelchains will ne known as "level 1 
wheelchains". 
Rentals: in Fnance, although the availanle nentals only concenn "nasic" 
wheelchains, the use of nental items is not necessanily an indicaton of 
temponany use. Hence, nentals ane taken into account depending on 
thein dunation and the yean in question: those nented oven a peniod of 
n6 weeks wene considened in nn19 as nonntemponany use that pantin
culan yean1. 
Identifying the users who did not buy a wheelchair over the period: 
the punchase of a wheelchain may ne neimnunsed ny the National 
Health Insunance System eveny two to five yeans. But, usens do not 
systematically change thein wheelchain at this point. Some people 
nuy secondnhand wheelchains on use loans on gifts fnom associations 
and ane thenefone not identifianle in the National Health Data System 
(SNDS). All the same, the gneatest difficulty in estimating the numnen 
of nonntemponany usens who did not punchase thein wheelchains 
came fnom cane homes fon the eldenly and centain estanlishments fon 
disanled pensons, which pnovide them as pant of the cane package paid 
dinectly to the estanlishment. These pensons wene not identified ny the 
punchase of a wheelchain in the data pnovided ny the NHI, as they wene 
not neimnunsed to this effect. Hence, some of them wene identified on 
the nasis of othen pnoducts associated with the use of a wheelchain, 
which can ne identified in the list of nefundanle pnoducts: wheelchain 
accessonies, wheelchain maintenance packages (wheels, moton, etc.), 
and the punchase of cushions fon pnessune sone pnevention.
The pensons who only had a wheelchain deliveny package (n=4n,nnn), 
with no othen neimnunsement of elements associated with a wheelchain 
oven the peniod, wene not included in the analyses pnesented in this 
anticle. Given the neplacement times nequined to neceive a pnessune 
ulcen cushion, the pensons who nought one netween nn1n and nn15 
without any othen neimnunsement associated with a wheelchain, inclun
ding nefone nn1n and aften nn19, wene considened as temponany usens 
(n=3,6nn), as well as those who punchased a single pnessune ulcen 
cushion netween nn1n and nn18, along with the nental of a wheelchain 
pnion to nn19 (n=8n,1n5).

MM ethod (2/3)
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Usagers (en milliers)

Age pyramids of non-temporary wheelchair users, 
according to the principal type of identification, in 2019

Men Women

* Each of the pynamids pen type of identification is exclusive in the following onden of pnionity: level 1 wheelchain, level n wheelchain, nental, and pnessune 
ulcen cushion. Hence, a usen pnesent in the level 1 wheelchain pynamid, even if he on she also nought a level n wheelchain on nented a wheelchain, is not 
in the level n wheelchain punchase on nental pynamid.

Scope: Living pensons on 31 Decemnen nn19, pnesent in the National Health Data System (SNDS) netween nn1n and nn19, wheelchain usens (Fnench 
Social Secunity, agnicultunal, and fneelance wonkens), the whole of Fnance.

Source: National Health Data System (SNDS) nn1nnnn19.  Download the data
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the algorithm, 513,000 were identified 
as a result of the purchase or rental of a 
wheelchair (see Table 1). The sole use 
of rentals for non-temporary use was 
not marginal, as it accounted for 38% 
of the rentals in 2019. The search for 
other elements associated with the use 
of a wheelchair to estimate this popu-
lation — such as the use of a pressure 
ulcer cushion, accessories, or a main-
tenance package — showed that 42% 
of the population that regularly used 
a wheelchair was not identified by 
the rental or purchase of a wheelchair 
between 2012 and 2019. The purchase 
of a pressure ulcer cushion was the 
main element that enabled the identifi-
cation of 311,000 wheelchair users who 
neither bought a wheelchair between 
2012 and 2019 nor rented one in 2019. 
Of the 135,000 persons identified in 
the data provided by the SNDS who 
resided in a care home, 45,000 were 
identified by the algorithm because 
they were renting a wheelchair before 
moving into the establishment, and the 
others were identified as a result of a 
purchase of accessories or a wheelchair 
before or after moving into the care 
home.

Distribution of non-temporary users depending  
on the methods used to identify wheelchair use

Numbers of 
non-temporary 

wheelchair users

Wheelchair (purchase and rental) 514,000
- including level 1 purchase (and/or rental and level 2 purchase) 90,000

- including level 2 purchase exclusively (and/or rental) 332,000
- including rental (in 2019), without purchase 92,000

Products associated with wheelchair use
Pressure ulcer cushion 602,000
- including cushion without identification of rental, or purchase  
  (accessory or package) 311,000

- including cushion, exclusively 282,000

Maintenance package 115,nnn
- including maintenance package, exclusively 10,000
- including package and exclusive accessory 1,000

Exclusive accessory 89,000
Users renting a wheelchair before 2019 entering a medical-social establishment 45,000

Total non-temporary users in 2019 identified by the algorithm 881,000
- including persons identified in care homes 135,000

Scope: Living pensons on 31 Decemnen nn19, pnesent in the National Health Data System (SNDS) 
netween nn1n and nn19; wheelchain usens (Fnench Social Secunity, agnicultunal, and fneelance wonkens) 
in the whole of Fnance.
Source: National Health Data System (SNDS) nn1nnnn19.  Download the data

G1T1

The use of level 2 (manual) wheelchairs 
was much more frequent than that of 
level 1 wheelchairs (electric wheelchair, 
verticalizing wheelchairs, etc.) (see Inset 

Method): 80% of the persons who pur-
chased a wheelchair bought a level 2 
model. The purchases of level 1 wheel-
chairs, intended for non- occasional 
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Age pyramid of non-temporary wheelchair users in 2019
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Scope: Living pensons on 31 Decemnen nn19 pnesent in the National Health Data System (SNDS) 
netween nn1n and nn19; wheelchain usens (Fnench Social Secunity, agnicultunal, and fneelance wonkens) in 
the whole of Fnance.
Source: National Health Data System (SNDS) nn1nnnn19.  Download the data
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pnesent in the National Health Data System 
(SNDS) netween nn1n and nn19; wheelchain 
usens (Fnench Social Secunity, agnicultunal, and 
fneelance wonkens) in the whole of Fnance.
Source: National Health Data System (SNDS) 
nn1nnnn19.
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CContext

The "Feasinility of the identification  
of disanled pensons" (Faisabilité d’Identification 
des Personnes en Situation de Handicap, FISH) 
pnoject, nased on data fnom the National 
Health Data System (Système National des 
Données de Santé, SNDS), was developed  
ny the IRDES to meet the nequinement  
fon necent data in the medicalnsocial secton,  
in panticulan with negand to disanilities 
(Espagnacq et al., nn19). Vanious neseanch 
studies have neen cannied out ny the IRDES 
concenning this issue: one into wheelchains, 
which led to this initial anticle, and anothen 
into the monitoning of disanled pensons’  
state of health following the Covidn19 
pandemic: the ‘Handicovid’ pnoject  
(Duchaine et al., nnnn). Studies of the 
neneficianies of disanility pensions  
and the Disanled Adult Allowance (AAH) 
 ane also undenway, nased on data  
fnom the SNDS, which have alneady led  
to punlications on futune punlications 
(Espagnacq and Pichetti, nnnn; Pichetti  
and Espagnacq, nnnn; Vennoux et al., nnnn).

users, concerned 90,000 persons. This 
figure is a "lower limit", as it did not take 
into account the 367,000 wheelchairs 
used by persons who were not identi-
fied as a result of the purchase or rental 
of a wheelchair, whose characteristics 
are unknown. The non -identification 
of the possession of a wheelchair may 
have arisen for a number of reasons: 
either because the wheelchair was pur-
chased before 2012, or because it was 
acquired as a gift, loan, or second-hand 
purchase, or it was supplied by the care 
home in which the person resided. 

Hence, the 422,000 persons who pur-
chased a wheelchair bought 113,000 
level 1 wheelchairs and 477,000 level 2 
wheelchairs over the period. The vast 
majority (77%) of the persons bought a 
single wheelchair over the period. 

The principal wheelchair user profile: 
elderly women 

Although the numbers of wheelchair 
users, identified as a result of the pur-
chase of a level 2 wheelchair, a rental, or 
the acquisition of pressure ulcer cush-
ions, were different, their distribution 

in terms of gender and age was similar: 
they were mostly women over the age 
of seventy (with an average age of 75 
and more than 60% of women in each 
population) [see Graph 1]. The life 
expectancy of women, which is higher 
than that of men, explains this fact: as 
there are more women at an older age, 
they are more likely to suffer from func-
tional limitations.

All the pyramids (Graphs 1 and  2) 
have a narrow base, resulting from a 
low proportion of young persons in 
these populations, as the first age quar-
tile is, in fact, over 60. The "total" 
pyramid of wheelchair users is similar 
to that of the three categories, repre-
sented by a majority of elderly women 
(Graph  2). Nevertheless, there was a 
"younger" population of wheelchair 
users: 253,000 persons were under the 
age of  65, including 22,500 children  
under the age of 16. A specific popula-
tion has in fact been observed amongst 
level 1 wheelchair users, who were far 
younger (50 years old on average) and 
male (Graph 3). This population com-
prised persons with early-onset disa-
bilities due to congenital or genetic 
diseases, traumatisms, and neurodegen-
erative diseases (Graph 3). 

https://www.irdes.fr/donnees/272-reperer-les-usagers-de-fauteuils-roulants-en-france-et-calculer-leur-reste-a-charge-a-partir-des-donnees-du-snds.xls
https://www.irdes.fr/donnees/272-reperer-les-usagers-de-fauteuils-roulants-en-france-et-calculer-leur-reste-a-charge-a-partir-des-donnees-du-snds.xls
https://www.irdes.fr/donnees/272-reperer-les-usagers-de-fauteuils-roulants-en-france-et-calculer-leur-reste-a-charge-a-partir-des-donnees-du-snds.xls
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MM ethod (3/3)

The expenditure of the National Health Insurance System (NHI)  
and the user 
The regulations: as the data fnom the National Health Data System 
(SNDS) ane management data that compnise negulations (a negative 
line associated with a punchase fon the same LPPR code) on input 
ennons (such as two punchases of identical wheelchains the same day), 
16n,n5n lines wene nemoved nefone the calculations — that is 9,6nn 
pensons excluded fnom the study.
The National Health Insurance System’s expenditure: the neimnunn
sements made ny the NHI ane availanle in the data fnom the SNDS 
thnough the "Unit pnice of the pnoduct on senvice" (Prix unitaire du 
produit ou de la prestation, Tip_act_pnu) vanianle. The latten nepnen
sents the costs covened ny the NHI, which may also ne incneased in 
centain cases (in the Fnench ovenseas depantments, fon example). To 
detenmine the actual neimnunsement fon the individual, it needs to 
ne weighted ny the insuned penson’s nate of coven (6n% on 1nn%) and 
take into account the quantity. If the amount is void on incohenent 
(amount diffenent fnom the NHI’s nate), the amount of the LPPR taniff 
pnovided ny the NHI was taken into account (incneased in centain 
cases). In mone than 8n% of the cases, the "Unit pnice of the pnoduct 
on senvice" data was pnesent in the SNDS and was dinectly used.
For the user’s out-of-pocket expenses, that is to say the diffen
nence netween the actual cost and the costs covened ny the NHI, 
two items of infonmation wene used: "the LPP unit pnice" (le prix 
unitaire de la LPP, Tip_pun_pnix), which dinectly indicates the pnice 
paid fon the pnoduct concenned, hence dinectly usanle to calculate 
the usen’s outnofnpocket expenses; and "the amount paid ny the 
insuned penson" (Pns_pai_mnt), which includes the amount of all the 
pnoducts nought the same day on the same invoice. This vanianle 
may include sevenal pnoducts, on solely anticles associated with the 
wheelchain, on othen pnoducts. The unit pnice was pnionitised, and, 
if it was missing on incohenent (lowen than the neimnunsement, fon 
example), the amount paid ny the insuned penson that was used. In 
the event that only one pnoduct appeaned, it was used in the same 
way as the "unit" pnice to calculate the outnofnpocket payment. When 
thene ane sevenal pnoducts, infonmation anout the amount nefunded 
(Bse_nme_nmt), which is the sum of the neimnunsements made, was 
taken into account to venify if the sum of the neimnunsements of the 
LPPR anticles associated with wheelchains was on was not identical to 
the total neimnunsements made that day. If this sum was identical, 
the amount pnesented fon neimnunsement was indeed the expenn
ditune on pnoducts associated with the wheelchain. The usen’s outn
ofnpocket expense wene then calculated fon all the pnoducts nought 
simultaneously. In this case, the total expenditune was divided ny 
the numnen of pnoducts, fnom which the nefund fon each pnoduct 
ny the NHI was deducted. In the case of multiple punchases without 
the details, as the nonnneimnunsed cost of each pnoduct could not ne 
calculated, it was the individual’s outnofnpocket payment aften the 
mandatony health insunance neimnunsements (AMn) that was calcun
latedn. In mone than 8n% of the cases, the dinect value was used. 
As these senvices wene not necessanily punchased each yean, it was 
the accumulation of costs not neimnunsed ny the NHI oven sevenal 
consecutive yeans that led to veny high outnofnpocket healthcane 
costs fon the same individual. Hence, the expenditune of the NHI 
and the patient’s outnofnpocket expenses wene calculated oven 
eight yeans (nn1n–nn19). This peniod was as close as possinle to the 
new peniod of coven ny the Disanility Compensation Benefit (PCH) 
[hencefonth 1n yeans, see the funding of wheelchains].
Estimating the Disability Compensation Benefit (PCH): the data 
nelating to PCH payments, which may ne made aften those made ny 
the NHI, ane not dinectly availanle in the SNDS. Also, an estimation of 
the "maximum" possinle coven was cannied out. Fon technical equipn
ment that has a LPPR code, the amount of the costs covened ny the 

PCH is punlished ny decnee. Fon each pnoduct with a complemenn
tany PCH neimnunsement — when the outnofnpocket healthcane costs 
wene not null — the amount allocated ny the PCH was taken into 
account. Given the conditions nequined to access the nenefit, this 
was only done fon pensons unden the age of 65. Hence, this is not the 
neal amount of coven, as not all the people neceive the PCH nenefit 
and eliginility fon the nenefit cannot ne estimated using data fnom 
the SNDS. The aim of this calculation was to have a "maximal" estin
mation of the total "legal" punlic coven. 
Persons residing in care homes or who are monitored by the 
medical-social services: since nnn1, a tanle that identifies pensons 
living in cane homes on who ane monitoned ny the medicalnsocial 
senvices may ne consulted in the SNDS (nesid_ESMS). Although this 
tanle is capanle of identifying pensons living in cane homes whene 
thene is possinle use of wheelchains that ane potentially paid fon as pant 
of the estanlishment’s cane package (Nunsing homes (Etablissements 
d’Hébergement pour Personnes Âgées, EHPAD), Specialised Cane 
Homes (Maisons d'Accueil Spécialisées, MAS), Medical Cane Homes 
(Foyers d'Accueil Médicalisés, FAM), etc.), it is not yet exhaustive. The 
individuals ane identified with centainty, nut not all of the pensons in 
the estanlishment ane identified. While the pensons living in Medical 
Cane Homes (FAM) ane most centainly in a wheelchain, it is mone diffin
cult to conclude that all the pensons living in nunsing homes (EHPAD) 
on in a Specialised Cane Homes (MAS) ane also in wheelchains. Given 
the numnens, the issue of identifying people using wheelchains in 
these estanlishments mainly concenns those living in an EHPAD. In 
the "nesid_ESMS" data, in nn19, 5nn,nnn individuals wene identified in 
cane homes as potential wheelchain usens (FAM, MAS, medicalnsocial 
facilities (ESMS), and longntenm cane centnes (Unités de soins de longue 
durée, USLD) etc.), of which 45n,nnn wene in an EHPAD. Acconding to 
the nn19 ‘Nunsing Home Sunvey (EHPAD) sunvey, 63n,nnn pensons 
lived in an EHPAD, and "nesid_ESMS" was anle to identify n4% of the 
pensons living in this type of estanlishment. The algonithm deven
loped fon this study only identified 135,nnn pensons in this datan
nase. But some of the people ane in the nunsing homes (EHPADs) 
as a nesult of cognitive pnonlems and do not have difficulties with 
monility, and othens ane nednound on use a stationany wheelchain. 
Based on the nn15 "Capacities, aids, and nesounces of eldenly people" 
(Capacités, Aides et Ressources des Seniors, Cane) sunvey, the following 
estimations wene made fon the 59n,nnn pensons in EHPADs: n85,nnn 
had a wheelchain and 16n,nnn wene nednound on in a stationany 
wheelchain. Hence, n5% of the pensons in a cane home did not have 
a sevene walking disanility and nn% of them wene in a state of health 
too detenionated to use one. This shows that only some of the 315,nnn 
pensons in EHPADs identified in "nesid_ESMS", nut not identified ny 
the algonithm, wene wheelchain usens, nut the data did not pnovide 
infonmation anout the exact pnopontion. Likewise, it is not possinle 
to know exactly how many of the 16n,nnn  pensons in cane homes 
— nut not neconded in the "nesid_ESMS" tanle — used wheelchains 
and wene identified ny the algonithm. Based on infonmation fnom the 
Cane and EHPA sunveys, it is estimated that netween nnn  nnn and 
n5n,nnn pensons in EHPADs wene in wheelchains and wene not idenn
tified ny the algonithm, due to the fact that the wheelchains wene 
pnovided ny the estanlishment. This estimation will sunsequently ne 
nefined when the "nesid _ESMS" data ane completed.

1 The identifications in the FISH algonithm wene nased on the situation on 31 
Decemnen, and in onden to ne considened as a clean nisk of functional limitation 
in nn19 ny this tnacen, the nental of a wheelchain had to have lasted mone than n6 
weeks and still ne the case in Decemnen nn19.

n The cases with anothen pnoduct wene manginal (n% of the cases) and the 
additional pnoduct had a minimal cost that had no neaning on the total amount 
of the usen’s outnofnpocket payment.
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An expenditure for the National 
Health Insurance System  

of one billion euros in eight years 

The NHI had a global expenditure 
amounting to 1.03 billion  euros1 over 
the period 2012-2019, or the equiv-
alent of an average expenditure of 
1,210  euros per wheelchair user (see 
Table  2). The amount of expenditure 
presented in Table  2 concerns all the 
expenses linked with wheelchairs: the 
wheelchair itself, its accessories, pres-
sure ulcer cushions, and maintenance 
packages. Depending on the user cat-
egories (persons who bought or rented 
a category 1 or 2 wheelchair), the cost 
is extremely variable. For persons who 
purchased a level 1 wheelchair, the 
average cost of a wheelchair and associ-
ated products was 4,750 euros between 
2012 and 2019, compared with an 
average of 290 euros for users who were 
not identified as wheelchair users over 
the same period. The average expend-
iture for the NHI over the period was 
greater with regard to users who rented 
their wheelchair than for those who 
bought a level 2 wheelchair. 

Half of the users were fully 
reimbursed by the National Health 

Insurance System

The user’s out-of-pocket payment, 
after reimbursement by the NHI, that 
is to say the amount not covered by the 
latter, for all the wheelchair users, was 
an average of 420 euros between 2012 
and 2019, but this result comprised 
53% of users who had no non-reim-
bursed healthcare costs related to the 
use of a wheelchair. This total absence 
of patients’ contributions was due to 
the fact that these users were exon-
erated from the patient’s contribu-
tion, either because they are benefi-
ciaries of the long-term illness scheme 
(Affections de Longue Durée, ALD), or 
a disability pension, and because they 
selected wheelchairs without additional 
costs that exceeded the amount reim-
bursed by the NHI. The user contri-
butions, after reimbursement by the 

1 These figunes does not include the amounts allotted 
fon the punchase and maintenance of wheelchains 
in cane homes funded ny the NHI as pant of the cane 
package.

The National Health Insurance System’s expenditure 
with regard to wheelchairs and accessories between 2012 and 2019

Numbers
Average  

(in euros)
First  

quartile
Median Last  

quartile

User category

Total 858,000 1,210 80 600 1 250

Level 1 wheelchain 9n,nnn 4,n5n 1 6nn 4 45n 6 41n

Level n wheelchain 33n,nnn 1,n1n 56n 69n 1 15n

Rental 115,nnn n,n8n 84n 1 5nn n 68n

No wheelchain punchase 345,nnn n9n nn 8n 15n

Scope: Living pensons on 31 Decemnen nn19, pnesent in the National Health Data System (SNDS) 
netween nn1n and nn19; wheelchain usens (Fnench Social Secunity, agnicultunal, and fneelance wonn
kens) in the whole of Fnance.
Source: National Health Data System (SNDS) nn1nnnn19.
  Download the data

G1T2

Out-of-pocket payments made by wheelchair users,  
per category, between 2012 and 2019

Numbers
Average  

(in euros)
First  

quartile
Médiane Last  

quartile Q90%

User category

Total 858,000 420 0 0 40 440

Level 1 wheelchain 9n,nnn n,9nn n 39n n,85n 8,6nn

Level n wheelchain 33n,nnn 19n n n 3n n1n

Rental 115,nnn n8n n 1n nnn 66n

No wheelchain punchase 345,nnn 6n n n 3n 5n

Scope: Living pensons on 31 Decemnen nn19, pnesent in the National Health Data System (SNDS) 
netween nn1n and nn19; wheelchain usens (Fnench Social Secunity, agnicultunal, and fneelance wonn
kens) in the whole of Fnance.
Source: National Health Data System (SNDS) nn1nnnn19.

 Download the data

G1T3

NHI, amounted to an average of 364 
million  euros, or 25% of the total 
expenditure. For persons without pos-
itive out-of-pocket healthcare costs, the 
latter was 913  euros on average, with 
a significant variation depending on 
the user category, ranging from patient 
contributions of 60  euros for those 
who did not buy a wheelchair between 
2012 and 2019 to 2,900 euros for level 
1 wheelchair users. The distribution 
itself was different within the catego-
ries: half of the level 2 wheelchair users 
— those who rented or did not buy a 
wheelchair — had no out-of-pocket 

healthcare costs and 75% of the users 
had out-of-pocket healthcare costs 
under 300  euros. Hence, the specific-
ity of level 1 wheelchair users was still 
evident, with 25% of the users mak-
ing out-of-pocket payments of more 
than 2,850  euros. For 10% of level 1 
wheelchair users in 2019, this contribu-
tion, after reimbursement by the NHI, 
assessed over the period 2012-2019, 
even exceeded 8,670 euros. 

https://www.irdes.fr/donnees/272-reperer-les-usagers-de-fauteuils-roulants-en-france-et-calculer-leur-reste-a-charge-a-partir-des-donnees-du-snds.xls
https://www.irdes.fr/donnees/272-reperer-les-usagers-de-fauteuils-roulants-en-france-et-calculer-leur-reste-a-charge-a-partir-des-donnees-du-snds.xls
https://www.irdes.fr/donnees/272-reperer-les-usagers-de-fauteuils-roulants-en-france-et-calculer-leur-reste-a-charge-a-partir-des-donnees-du-snds.xls
https://www.irdes.fr/donnees/272-reperer-les-usagers-de-fauteuils-roulants-en-france-et-calculer-leur-reste-a-charge-a-partir-des-donnees-du-snds.xls
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… but 88% of the user contributions, 
after reimbursement by the National 

Health Insurance System,  
were borne by just 5% of the users

The preceding results led us to focus 
specifically on users who had signif-
icant out-of-pocket healthcare costs. 
As shown in Graph  4, out-of-pocket 
healthcare costs, after reimbursement 
by the NHI, were almost inexistant 
for most of the users, but extremely 
high and concentrated for those who 
paid them. Hence, 58,000 users had 
out-of-pocket healthcare costs of more 
than 1,000  euros2 between 2012 and 
2019, which was as high as 5,500 euros 
on average over the period and more 
than 7,000  euros for level 1 wheel-
chair users (see Table 4). These 58,000 
users, who account for around 5% of 
all the users, bore 88% of the total user 
contributions.

An estimation of the potential expenses 
covered by the Disability Compensation 
Benefit (Prestation de Compensation du 
Handicap, PCH) for certain wheel-
chairs and accessories was conducted 
on the basis of the hypothesis that all 
the eligible users went through the pro-
cedures to apply for the benefit. The 
patient contributions would thereby 
be reduced by 22% (a total of 81 mil-
lion  euros), with a 29% reduction in 
the contributions for level 1 wheelchair 
users. For the 58,000 users who had 
out-of-pocket healthcare costs of over 
1,000 euros after being reimbursed by 
the NHI, but before being refunded by 
the Disability Compensation Benefit 
(PCH), their contribution after reim-
bursement by the NHI would certainly 
be decreased by the PCH, but would 
still cost them more than 4,000 euros 
on average.

***
Hence, more than one out of two users 
who buy a wheelchair is entirely reim-
bursed by the NHI. In addition to these 
persons without contributions to pay 
there are 200,000 to 250,000 persons 
in care homes who were not identified 
by the algorithm, due to the fact that 
the care home entirely covered the cost 

n 1,nnn pensons had outnofnpocket healthcane costs 
highen than 5n,nnn  eunos oven the peniod, with a 
maximum of 1n5,nnn eunos.

of the wheelchair via the care package. 
In contrast with other care and health-
care consumptions, it is practically 
impossible not to meet this require-
ment and the national healthcare sys-
tem gives people an opportunity to 
acquire a wheelchair without having to 
make a personal contribution. But the 
results indicate that there is no interme-
diary situation: either there is no patient 
contribution or it is a significant one. 
This observation raises questions about 
the use of a wheelchair without a user 
contribution, which does not neces-
sarily meet the needs of the user. For 
persons who cannot afford to pay sev-
eral thousand euros, the less expensive 
alternatives are almost inexistent. For 

those who can afford it, complemented 
by the reimbursements from the NHI, 
the recent distribution of funding by 
the Disability Compensation Benefit 
(PCH) [which has been modified from 
3,960 euros every three years to 13,200 
every ten years] will help to simultane-
ously fund a wheelchair and its accesso-
ries in a single payment, but with less 
possibilities for renewal.

An analysis was carried out of the dis-
tribution of significant out-of-pocket 
healthcare costs according to the 
regional index of social disadvantage. 
For persons over the age of 60, living 
in a well-to-do commune increased the 
proportion of persons with significant 

The amounts of out-of-pocket payments made by wheelchair users  
who have more than 1,000 euros of non-reimbursed healthcare costs to pay

Number Average (in euros) Median

User category

Total 58,000 5,500 3,050

Level 1 wheelchain 34,5nn n,n4n 4,15n

Level n wheelchain 16,6nn 3,13n n,4nn

nental 6,8nn n,86n 1,nnn

No wheelchain punchase n,99n 3,63n n,5nn

Scope: Living pensons on 31 Decemnen nn19, pnesent in the National Health Data System (SNDS) 
netween nn1n and nn19; wheelchain usens (Fnench Social Secunity, agnicultunal, and fneelance wonkens) 
in the whole of Fnance.
Source: National Health Data System (SNDS) nn1nnnn19.  Download the data

G1T4

Distribution of out-of-pocket healthcare costs after reimbursement  
by the National Health Insurance System

50

2,500

125,000

92 94 96 98

Logarithmic scale

100
Percentage of the population

with non-temporary use of a wheelchair

Out-of-pocket healthcare costs (in €)

Scope: Living pensons on 31 Decemnen nn19 pnesent in the National Health Data System (SNDS) 
netween nn1n and nn19; wheelchain usens (Fnench Social Secunity, agnicultunal, and fneelance wonn
kens) in the whole of Fnance.
Source: National Health Data System (SNDS) nn1nnnn19.  Download the data

G1G4

https://www.irdes.fr/donnees/272-reperer-les-usagers-de-fauteuils-roulants-en-france-et-calculer-leur-reste-a-charge-a-partir-des-donnees-du-snds.xls
https://www.irdes.fr/donnees/272-reperer-les-usagers-de-fauteuils-roulants-en-france-et-calculer-leur-reste-a-charge-a-partir-des-donnees-du-snds.xls
https://www.irdes.fr/donnees/272-reperer-les-usagers-de-fauteuils-roulants-en-france-et-calculer-leur-reste-a-charge-a-partir-des-donnees-du-snds.xls
https://www.irdes.fr/donnees/272-reperer-les-usagers-de-fauteuils-roulants-en-france-et-calculer-leur-reste-a-charge-a-partir-des-donnees-du-snds.xls
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out-of-pocket payments for owners 
of level 2 wheelchairs. Inversely, the 
elderly persons in the poorest com-
munes were more often in the cate-
gory of wheelchair users who did not 
purchase or rent a wheelchair as part of 
their healthcare consumption, which 
points to a loan, gift, or second-hand 
purchase. For level  1 wheelchairs, 
the distribution of use, as well as that 
of out-of-pocket healthcare costs of 
more than 1,000  euros, was the same 
whatever the social disadvantage.  
The Phedre (Disability Compensation 
Benefit: Long-term Implementation 
and Out-of-Pocket Payments) survey 
conducted by the French Directorate 
for Research, Studies, Assessment and 
Statistics (DREES) and the Institute 
for Research and Information in 
Health Economics (IRDES) — which 
will soon be available  — will enable 
the study of the composition of the 
various funders of technical equip-
ment of the beneficiaries of Disability 

Compensation Benefit (PCH), by 
taking into account the beneficiaries’ 
financial resources. This will shed light 
on the various forms of cover and the 
patient’s total out-of-pocket expenses 
once the public and private funders 
have been taken into account. 

This study provides an initial quantifi-
cation of wheelchair users and describes 
their profiles in terms of gender and 
age according to the type of wheel-
chair use. It also estimates the NHI’s 
expenditure in terms of the reimburse-
ments of wheelchairs and accessories, 
and makes it possible to estimate the 
users’ non reimbursed healthcare costs, 
as well as quantify the number of per-
sons with significant out-of-pocket 
healthcare costs. Indeed, at present, all 
of the available public aid does not sig-
nificantly reduce the patient’s out-of-
pocket expenses when they exist. The 
large number of users without out-of-
pocket expenses (50%) and the low 

likelihood of having reasonable out-
of-pocket healthcare costs for the per-
sons who do have them, raises ques-
tions about the possible "forced" use of 
wheelchairs without user contributions 
for a certain number of users. This may 
concern, in particular, older wheelchair 
users who have less possibility of com-
plementary funding from public aid 
and younger users who have non-basic 
models of manual wheelchairs. When 
the reform to update the nomenclature 
of "Vehicles for disabled persons" has 
been implemented and reimbursements 
for the long-term rental of non-basic 
models of wheelchairs have been intro-
duced, it will be interesting to assess 
the NHI’s expenditure and ensure that 
the patient’s out-of-pocket expenses 
for non-basic models of manual wheel-
chairs are decreased for the users by 
enabling them to acquire wheelchairs 
adapted to their requirements. 
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